The use of acetic acid in magnification chromocolonoscopy for pit pattern analysis of small polyps.
The role of acetic acid spray during magnification chromocolonoscopy has not previously been evaluated. We aimed to compare the accuracy of predicting polyp histology at magnification colonoscopy, using acetic acid and indigo carmine, either alone or in combination. A total of 46 consecutive patients with polyps detected during colonoscopy which measured 10 mm or less were alternately divided into two groups. In group A patients, 1.5 % acetic acid was applied to the mucosa first, followed by indigo carmine spray; in group B patients, the order was reversed. The pit pattern was assessed after application, in real time. All the lesions were resected and examined histologically. Altogether, 37 adenomas and 36 hyperplastic polyps were evaluated. In group A, the diagnostic accuracy after spraying with acetic acid was 95 %, which increased to 98 % after application of indigo carmine. In group B, the accuracy after indigo carmine application was 83 %. After subsequent spraying with acetic acid, images were enhanced in 70 % of patients, with an increase in accuracy to 97 %. The mean time required to obtain an initial clear image with the first dye was 14 seconds for both groups. This is the first description of the use of acetic acid for pit pattern analysis of colonic polyps. Its ease of use, low cost, and safety, together with its excellent accuracy in the assessment of polyp pit patterns suggest that this method could easily be applied to routine magnification colonoscopy.